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Abstract: The ability to understand software systems is crucial to identify hidden threats or maintain software systems over many years. Still software comprehension activities take up around 58% of software development time. While most approaches support the comprehension of a software system’s code perspective, its connection to the user perspective is barely explored. We present UI-Tracer, a lightweight support for tracing user interface elements to source code using the version history of a system. The evaluation on two open source systems shows that the approach can cover all UI elements that have been changed or added within the accessible part of the version history. Furthermore, the median numbers of files flagged as potentially responsible for a UI element is 8 and 3 for the two studied systems. Thus, UI-Tracer provides an easy starting ground for developers to identify files relevant for future UI changes.
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1 Introduction

One of the key ideas behind open source systems is that they enable users and experts to inspect the source code, making it more difficult to build in hidden threats. Despite the openness it is, however, not trivial to read, comprehend or explain source code. Even experienced software developers have to invest time if they want to understand a new system. Also systems with long live-spans need to be understood over the years over and over again by new developers and maintainers. While there are approaches that can be used to easier understand a software system, until today, software comprehension activities take up around 58% of software developers’ time [Xi17, Fj83, Ti11]. Also, developers who know a system have little tool support, when explaining the source code to new developers.

Related Work  Most existing works towards software comprehension can be split into code-level and architecture level approaches. Thus, there are coding conventions, e.g. Oracle’s Java Coding Conventions², code annotations, as well as approaches for stepwise execution/simulation, e.g. [DL00] and debugging, e.g. [ZL96]. Some approaches aim at automatically recovering trace links in source code [An02]. Furthermore, there is the
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research area of code visualizations, that focuses on illustrating metrics about building blocks, such as number of lines of code or complexity, as well as relations between these building blocks. Examples are code cities [WL08] and circular bundle views [TBD12]. Other approaches aim at reverse engineering models from code [Ch08], generation of documentations, e.g. with Doxygen\(^3\) and approaches to summarize software in natural language [Bi13]. Nearly all of these techniques remain at representing the source code perspective on the system. The resulting visualizations, simulations, models, documentation, and explanations, reflect the structure of the code and its terminology, such as class names. However, it can be argued that each software system has another fundamental perspective: the user perspective. So far there is no approach that provides a bridge between user and source code perspective.

**UI-Tracer**  
Research has shown that professional developers who have to comprehend a new piece of code try to connect knowledge about the user interface with knowledge about the code [Ro12]. However, so far there is no approach that supports developers in making these connections. On the other hand, it might take even experienced developers some effort to reproduce and document these traces, when explaining source code to novices.

In this paper, we ask the following questions: How can an automated approach help users to identify source code that has impact on a user interface element of interest? We present the UI-Tracer, a lightweight approach that analyzes the UI of a system throughout its version history, and identifies files that were changed together with observed changes in the UI. This way the UI-Tracer can provide developers who want to learn about the code connected to an UI element, with a starting set of files. While not necessarily all of the files are relevant for the UI element, the value lies in the limitation of choices, making it easier to find the right files. We evaluate the approach based on two open source systems with regards to the questions a) whether all UI elements can be covered with the approach and b) how small, i.e. precise, are the sets of identified files. The UI-Tracer approach is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we evaluate the approach and discuss the results. Finally, in Section 4 we conclude and discuss future work.

## 2 The UI-Tracer

The basic idea of the UI-Tracer\(^4\) approach is that the following two questions have the same answers: “What code is responsible for a UI element?” and “What code causes changes of a UI element when changed?”. Thus, when tracing UI elements to code, those classes are of interest that can change a UI element. Furthermore, change happens during the development of a system, where each element is at one point or another introduced.

Therefore, this approach uses the granularity of commit to a project for the tracing. Analyzing how UI and source code change commit by commit. The three technical pillars of this
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approach are: online open source repositories, e.g. GitHub, technologies for automatic compilation, e.g. ANT, and user interface scripting languages and image comparison techniques, such as Sikuli [YCM09]. In the following subsections it will be explained how the UI-Tracer works and how it can be adapted to analyzing new systems.

2.1 Approach and Prototype

Figure 1 provides an overview of the approach, which consists of two halves. A class diagram of the UI-Tracer can be seen in Figure 2.

In the first half, the repository of the system to be analyzed is cloned and then commit by commit reverted back to former versions (performed by the class CloneRemoteRepository shown in Figure 2). For each commit/version, the UI-Tracer compiles the software to create an executable, e.g. a jar (performed by the class Builder shown in Figure 2). This is done at the moment for Java using Ant. However, since, the build process is the only step the approach that is specific to the programming language. In future, the prototype can be extended at this point to allow for other technologies, such as Gradle or Maven, and with it further programming languages, e.g. C++ or python.

After the executable is created, the UI-Tracer (class BuildAndScreenshotCoordinator shown in Figure 2) uses a process builder to execute the compiled system. Once the system is running the UI-Tracer executes some random mouse movement. This is done to make sure that random UI effects, as they sometimes occur with just started systems, disappear. Then a small standard routine is executed to enlarge the systems window to full screen. This is done to ensure that the collected images are comparable. Afterward the first screen-shot is done.

In the next step a customized Sikuli script is executed. This script is typically created based on the most current version of the system and can for example click and hover over all main menu items to make sure that the sub-menu items are shown as well. During that execution extra screen-shots are taken and stored. It turned out to be a crucial step to terminate the running system after making all relevant screen-shots. Otherwise the machine will be
overloaded quickly and slow down dramatically. Therefore, the UI-Tracer kills the started process before downloading a new version of the system from Github.

In the second half the class ComparingScreens (Figure 2) iterates over all pairs of consecutive commits. Note that it is possible that single versions cannot be compiled. One possible reason for that is that a commit in the repository introduced faulty or breaking code, which was corrected in a later commit. To compensate for that two commits are considered consecutive, if screen-shots could successfully be obtained for both commits and if there are no commits in between them for which screen-shots could be applied.

For each pair, the initial screen-shots are subject to an automated image comparison. Similarly, for each screen-shot made during the execution of the customized Sikuli script a comparison between the two commits is performed. If a pair of screen-shots is marked as different, by the automated comparison, the UI-Tracer will start to use GitHub to retrieve the code difference between the involved commits (performed by class CodeDiffTracer shown in Figure 2). In doing so, the UI-Tracer considers all changes of all commits that took place in between the considered pair of commits (to cover for cases where some commits could not be successfully compiled). Finally, the ids of those commits are stored together with references to the two screen-shots and the list of files in the repository that have been modified, added, or deleted in between the two commits.

![Fig. 2: Class Diagram of the UI-Tracer](image)

2.2 Configuring the Tool to Analyze a new Software System

At the moment the UI-Tracer uses a primitive configuration class to enable its application to new systems. For a new system to be studied a new class can be created that inherits from the class Configurations (as shown in Figure 2 for the two example systems AOI and Notepad). Then the getInstance() method in class Configurations should be changed to return the instance of the newly created class.
Plant Files for Build  While some systems already provide an automated Ant script, others do not. Therefore, it might be necessary to plant the Ant script and used libraries, e.g. jar files, into the system. Depending on the system, very old version might have slight differences that need to be addressed in the Ant script, e.g. a differently named main class. A typical implementation of the plantFilesForBuild(Integer buildCount) method is shown in Listing 1. Here another Ant script is planted when the commit to be built is 80 commits older than the current version (or more). The Ant script and relevant libraries are thereby stored in a folder FilesToPlant of which all content is copied to the system to be compiled.

```java
public void plantFilesForBuild(Integer buildCount) {
    File srcDir;
    if (buildCount<80)
        srcDir = new File(basicpath + "FilesToPlant");
    else
        srcDir = new File(basicpath + "FilesToPlant_2");
    File destDir = new File(projectPath);
    try {
        FileUtils.copyDirectory(srcDir, destDir);
    }catch(Exception e) {System.out.println(e);}
}
```

List. 1: Typical implementation of plantFilesForBuild

Customized Sikuli Script  The customized sikuli script can be added here. Listing 2 shows an example of such a script with a typical building block. The parameters screenRect, commitNumber, and commitID are there to ensure that the screen-shot captures the relevant region of the screen and that it is saved in association to the current commit. These parameters are only used when the BuildAndScreenshotCoordinator is called to take a screen-shot and can otherwise be ignored. When calling the latter a fourth parameter should be used to define a subcategory of screen-shots, so that the automated comparison can later on compare the right screen-shot with each other. In the example, the subcategory is set to DropDownList by defining the folder “DropDown\” as target for saving the screen-shot.

```java
public void customizedSikuliScript(Rectangle screenRect, Integer commitNumber, String commitID) {
    Screen s = new Screen();
    try {
        s.click(imagesInputPath+"DropDown.png");
        TimeUnit.SECONDS.sleep(1);
        BuildAndScreenshotCoordinator.screenShot(screenRect, commitNumber, commitID, "DropDown\";
        s.type(Key.ESC);
    }catch(Exception e) {System.out.println(e);}
}
```

List. 2: Typical building block of the customized sikuli script
Another important aspect is that Sikuli allows users to define the target of a click or hover action by providing an image of the region or button. By matching the image to the screen, Sikuli is robust against factors, such as absolute positioning of user interface elements. Figure 3 shows the image used in the example. Other actions that are useful are sleeping actions to give the program time to react to an action, e.g. after a click, and escape actions to go back to the starting screen, e.g. by pressing the ESC key programmatically. This way the script can also be used to navigate between multiple views of a UI.

**Paths and URLs** Finally, the constructor of the new subclass of Configurations should set all relevant paths and URLs, as listed in Table 1.

### Table 1: Paths to be set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REMOTE_URL</td>
<td>the url of the repository that contains the system that should be analyzed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basicpath</td>
<td>a basis path to the working directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>projectPath</td>
<td>(extension to basicpath) the path where the system will be cloned to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buildName</td>
<td>the name of the build</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imageSavePath</td>
<td>(extension to basicpath) the path to the folder where screen-shots will be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imagesInputPath</td>
<td>(extension to basicpath) the path to the folder where images are stored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>that are used in the customized sikuli script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antLocation</td>
<td>(extension to projectpath) the path to the xml file specifying the ant script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jarLocation</td>
<td>(extension to projectpath) the path to the executable that will be created</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>when running Ant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2.3 Example Output and Envisioned Use**

An example for the output can be seen in Figures 4 and 5. The figures show parts of screen-shots that UI-Tracer made for the Art Of Illusion (AOI) software, compiled 77 commits before the current version and 78 commit before the current version. Note, that screen-shots from the initial screen show that a new menu item was added in commit 77 that has not yet been there after commit 78: View. Furthermore, the Figure shows the screen-shots done after clicking/hovering over the buttons Scene and View. Observe that several sub-menu items from the menu item Scene in commit 78 are moved to the new menu item View. UI-Tracer reports that only one file was modified in commit 77: “src/artofillusion/LayoutWindow.java”. Thus, a user of UI-Tracer can conclude that the definition of menu items and sub-menu items is done in that file.

The current version of the UI-Tracer can be used by developers who are interested in learning about an open source system’s implementation, e.g. in order to make future contributions. The images can be used as an entry point to identify what files are responsible for certain UI elements.
Fig. 4: Example of automatically detected difference, between screen-shots of AOI consecutive commits 77 and 78 (i.e. 77 and 78 commits before the current version).

Another possible use case is to apply the UI-Tracer incrementally during development that follows the continuous integration principle. This could be done by hooking it into the repository and automatically executing it with every new commit. In both cases the resulting images (e.g as in Figure 4), can be integrated into the documentation of the system, to give readers a quick and intuitive impression about what a class, such as LayoutWindow, is responsible for.

Fig. 5: Continuation of example of automatically detected difference: AOI 77 commits before current version, clicking View menu

3 Evaluation

We evaluate the two following questions:
(a) Does the approach cover all UI elements?
(b) How small, and with it useful, are the sets of identified files?
The following subsections describe the used case systems for the evaluations, the method used for data collection, the results of the evaluation as well as a discussion of these results.
3.1 Used Systems

To evaluate the approach it was applied to two open source systems: PHNotepad⁵, which is a simple text editor written in Java, and Art of Illusion⁶, a program to create 3D models.

PHNotepad is a java project with 8 contributors. The fork⁷ that was analyzed was made on the 11th of October 2017 and had 85 commits on GitHub. The oldest commit has been submitted in May 2012 and included an initial small version of the system with 15 files. AOI is a java project as well and has 4 contributors. UI-Tracer was used to analyze a fork of AOI⁸ made on the 12th of September 2017, when the project had 526 commits on github. The project was developed already before it came to GitHub. Therefore, AOI had already reached version 2.4.1 when it was initially committed to Github in March 2007. The last stable release from December 2016 is version 3.0.3.

3.2 Method

UI-Tracer was configured for each of the two systems and run over night. For AOI, no ant and jar files needed to be planted for the most recent 537 commits as the developers use Ant themselves. However, for older commits 15 jars and an ant file needed to be provided. Here it was possible to reuse the ant file that is used for the most recent versions. Furthermore, the Ant file needed to be changed slightly for commits older than the last 417 commits, as at that commit the main class and method were renamed. The customized sikuli script was written, so that all main menu items are clicked and the sub-menu items become visible in the respective screen-shots.

Also PHNotepad comes with an ant script. However, to ensure that the system compiles properly, a new ant script was planted for each commit. Altogether, three different ant scripts are planted, as in the early version of the system no image files were used and the main class was renamed at some point. Again, the customized sikuli script was written, so that all main menu items are clicked to show the sub-menu items. Furthermore, the sikuli script clicks through all the tool icons at the top row, to make eventual pup-up windows visible.

To make sure that the tool provided correct results, two manual checks were performed. The first manual check made sure that the comparison of the screen-shots worked correctly, i.e. that no difference was missed and no identical screen-shots were identified as different. The second manual check was performed to ensure that the tracing of code diffs for a pair of commits worked correctly.

To get a baseline of UI elements for which changes should be identify by the UI-Tracer, we manually compared the initial commit of each system with its most current version. In this

⁵ PHNotepad https://github.com/pH-7/Simple-Java-Text-Editor.git
⁶ AOI https://github.com/ArtOfIllusion/ArtOfIllusion
⁷ PHNotepad fork used in evaluation https://github.com/rhebig/Simple-Java-Text-Editor
⁸ AOI fork used in the evaluation https://github.com/rhebig/ArtOfIllusion
comparison we considered UI elements that changed or were added to the initial screens of both tools, as well as changed/added UI elements that are visible when executing the actions encoded in the customizable sikuli scripts, e.g. sub-menus and pop-up windows, when clicking and hovering over menu items and buttons. For each of those UI elements, we then searched the results of the UI-Tracer run to see whether the tool identified at least one UI change, e.g. appearance or change of position, for that UI element. For example, the UI-changes observed in Figure 4 concern 10 UI-elements: the menu item “View”, which was added and the 9 sub-menu items that were moved from “Scene” to “View”.

3.3 Results

The analysis of the 526 AOI commits took around 3 hours and 15 minutes, while the analysis of PHNotepad, which has only 85 commits, was done within around 1 hour and 25 minutes. Table 2 shows some general statistics about the analysis of both systems. For 320 of the AOI commits it was possible to successfully derive screen-shots of the running system (around 60% of the commits). For PHNotepad the amount was with 78 commits much higher (around 91%).

(a) Does the approach cover all UI elements? As baseline, between the initial commit and the current version, 36 UI elements of AOI changed and 32 UI elements of PHNotepad changed. These changes include among other additions of top menu items, e.g. “View” in AOI, additions and renames of sub-menu items, additions and removal of buttons and icons, rearrangements of information fields within the UI, moving of sub-menu items amongst top menu items and changing texts. For AOI the UI-Tracer identified 18 pairs of commits in between which the UI changed, including 51 UI changes that affected 39 different UI elements. For PHNotepad is were 22 pairs of commits, including 77 UI changes that affected 33 different UI elements (see Table 3).

First of all, these identified changes covered all of the 36 (AOI) + 32 (PHNotepad) UI elements for which changes were expected. Note this success-rate does not suffer from the fact that no screen-shots could be obtained for many of the commits. In theory, just comparing the initial and current commit is sufficient to get this coverage.

However, by comparing commits in between, the UI-Tracer identified 3 (AOI) + 1 (PHNotepad) additional changes. These are changes that are not visible when only comparing the first and last version of a program. The reason for that is that changes can cover each
Tab. 3: Comparison of User Interfaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>AOI</th>
<th>PHNotepad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of commit pairs associated to identified UI changes</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of UI changes identified by UI-Tracer</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI elements with identified changes</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI elements expected to change (initial commit vs. current version)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage of expected changes by identified changes</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI elements with changes identified in screen-shots of initial screens</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of changes visible in screen-shots of initial screens</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of redundant change reports (indication in multiple screen-shots)</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

other over time, e.g. such as the addition and later renaming of a UI element. Some changes are even done and re-done after a while, leading to information about additional UI elements.

Finally, 20 (AOI) and 22 (PHNotepad) of the changes, affecting 16 and 14 UI elements, could be identified without the customized sikuli script. Furthermore, the tool often reported multiple times on the same UI change, if the affected elements were visible on the initial screen and the customized screen-shots. We got 121 (AOI) and 181 (PHNotepad) of such redundantly reported changes.

(b) How small, and with it useful, are the sets of identified files? While it is not necessary that all commits are successfully analyzed to get a high coverage of UI elements, it influences the precision of the set of identified files. The reason is that missing information about commits in between two commits which show UI differences creates an uncertainty about which commit introduced the observed changes. Consequently, the files changed in those commits need to be integrated to the set of returned candidates.

As summarized in Table 4 AOI consists of around 713 files (including code, image, and some files) and PHNotepad consists of 32 files. For AOI, where only 60% of the commits were covered, the average number of files identified as relevant for an observed UI change is 21 (around 2.9% of all AOI files). Note that there are three UI changes that belong to the same pair of commits: 204 and 265 commits before the current version. Due to this large gap between the two successful commits, UI-Tracer had to associate 109 files with these three changes. Without these outliers, the average number of identified files for AOI is 15.5. That the average is skewed by outliers is also reflected by the low median of 8 files (1.1% of all AOI files). For PHNotepad, the number of files identified as relevant for an observed UI change is with in average 3.96 files (median 3) quite low (around 12% of all PHNotepad files). Figure 6 summarizes these results.
The minimum number of files identified for a UI change is in both cases 1, the maximum numbers are 109 (AOI) and 9 (PHNotepad). Of the 51 identified UI changes in AOI, 12 were associated to 2 or less files and 28 to 10 or less files. Of the 77 PHNotepad UI changes, 29 were associate with 2 or less files and none was associated with more than 10 files.

### 3.4 Discussion

The results show that it is possible to cover all changes in UI elements that happen within the observed period of time. For those UI elements that are introduced or changed, the approach will associate relevant source code files. Many systems, however, are not open source from the very beginning, such as AOI. Thus, the approach can only cover all elements of the user interface, when applied by someone who has access to the full version history.

Furthermore, the precision of the identified files is dependent on the number of commits that can successfully be compiled and the number of files committed per commit. Both aspects are highly dependent on the project culture.

However, bringing the number of candidate files to look at down to median 3 to 8 files, especially in large systems, such as AOI, is already very useful for users who want to identify responsible parts of the source code. Despite the current limitations the results can be considered as very promising, as they open the path towards a completely new approach of software documentation and comprehension support. The UI-Tracer shows that it is possible to automatically trace UI elements to source code in a lightweight and simple way. This will allow novices to approach new systems by directly connecting the code to the user interface.

### 4 Conclusion and Future Work

The paper introduced a lightweight approach to support software comprehension, by helping users to trace changes in user interfaces to files in the code base. The evaluation on the two open source systems Art of Illusion and PHNotepad showed that the approach can cover...
all UI elements that have been changed or added within the accessible part of the version history. With median 3 to 8 files we think that the approach can be a useful support for users who aim at changing or extending a for them unknown system. Furthermore, we think that the UI-Tracer is an important first step towards integrating the user interface perspective with approaches for comprehending source code.

In future work, we aim at further exploring the potentials of the UI-Tracer. The presented approach is in theory independent of the programming language of the system to be analyzed. In future work we plan to adapt UI-Tracer to work with additional build systems, e.g. gradle or Maven, and apply it to systems with different languages. Furthermore, our next step is to explore whether we can achieve a better precision, by automatically planting changes into the source code of a system and observing the changes to the user interface. Another direction for future work is the use of data. For example, AOI is a graphics tool. It will be interesting to see what happens if the customized Sikuli script would not just press buttons but actually use the tool to create graphics.
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